use only water

Floor cleaning and
maintenance with only water
The solution for environmentally conscious floor maintenance

Brilliant floor pads with a top layer of diamonds for
stripping, cleaning and polishing with only water.
A surprising result without chemistry!
EXCELLENT RESULTS
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
SAFE IN APPLICATION AND USE
COST SAVING
SUITABLE FOR ALMOST ALL FLOORS

Working method for marble natural stone and marble composite tiles
Use the upgrade pad #1 for (deep) cleaning. The result is a clean and open floor surface.
Then use the upgrade pad #2 for closing the floor surface with light cleaning. The cleaning
pad makes the floor shine and close for 100%. The cleaning pad is also the pad to use for
maintaining a marble floor.
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Working method for marmoleum (lino)
For stripping, use the strip pad #0. A protective layer can be applied immediately after stripping.
Stripping pad #0
For cleaning, keeping the floor closed, maintenance and maintaining the gloss of floors with a
protective coating, use the cleaning pad daily or weekly with a single-disc machine or scrubber. Cleaning pad
The cleaning pad can also be used dry with a high-speed or ultra high-speed machine. The
result is a shiny but slip-resistant floor.

Working method for rubber flooring
Use the cleaning pad for daily maintenance. In case of a floor maintenance backlog, scrubbing
the floor with the upgrade pad #2. The cleaning pad can also be used dry with a high-speed or
ultra high-speed machine. The result is a shiny but slip-resistant floor.
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Working method for PVC flooring
Use the cleaning pad for daily maintenance. In case of a floor maintenance backlog, scrubbing
the floor with the upgrade pad #2. The cleaning pad can also be used dry with a high-speed or
ultra high-speed machine. The result is a shiny but slip-resistant floor.
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Working method for ceramic tile
Use the upgrade pad #1 for scrubbing if there is a backlog in floor maintenance.
For floor maintenance, daily or weekly, scrub the floor with the cleaning pad.
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